Lab Quiz 4 Instructions
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- Lab Quiz 4 will take place during Week 13 – T Nov. 26
- You must attend the lab section for which you registered
- Please, bring your student card
- No phones, tablets, laptops allowed
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- Lab Quiz 4 will start **promptly**
  - at **10:30am** for CMPT 127 D100
  - at **1:30pm** for CMPT 127 D200
  - at **4:30pm** for CMPT 127 D300

- Lab Quiz 4 will last 50 minutes
How to proceed!

1. Put your student card on your desk so that it is visible (we take attendance)
2. Sign on to the computer in front of you, open a text editor (not Repl.It – why?), a Terminal window and CourSys (via a web browser)
3. You will have access to anything on the Internet except communication applications such as email
4. Follow the instructions given at the start of the Lab Quiz 4
5. If you have finished your Lab Quiz 4 before the hour is up, please, turn off your computer screen and stay seated until the end of the Lab Quiz 4
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- What to study:
  - All labs – focus on Lab 10 – C++
  - All documents (slides) posted under **Helpful Tips + Demo** on the Home web page of our course web site
  - All Weekly Exercises posted under **Weekly Exercise** on the Home web page of our course web site
  - Good Programming Style (see link on the menu)
  - Read the question/requirements completely and carefully **first**, then do the question
  - Make sure the answer you provide is answering the question
  - The code you submit **must** compile
Questions?